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The Misunderstood Generation:

Who is That, Exactly?

Patty Bowen, M.Ed.

Director of  Continuing Education

pab166@psu.edu

Workshop Overview/Objectives

At the conclusion of this session:

• Be familiar with the history behind generational 

naming

• Define the generations

• Describe the differences and commonalities between 

the generations

• Leverage the benefits of each generation  

• How to better manage/communicate in the workplace
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What is a Generation?

“All of the people born and living at about the same time, regarded 
collectively. It can also be described a, “the average period, 
generally considered to be about 30 years, during which children are 
born and grow up, become adults, and begin to have children.”

In social science it means "people within a delineated population 
who experience the same significant events within a given period of 
time.”

Generations in this sense of birth cohort, also known as "social 
generations", are widely used in popular culture, and have been the 
basis for sociological analysis.

Today, the concept of generations can’t just be based on age 
category. It is influenced more by the new behaviors and practices 
observed within the same group, in relation to modern changes. 

It is a groups attitude, motivations, and experienced historic events.

Each generation imagines itself to be more intelligent 
than the one that went before it, and wiser than the one 
that comes after it. 

George Orwell, British Author, June 25, 1903 - January 21, 1950 
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Which Generation Am I?
A Personality Quiz

• Complete the front page of the personality quiz.

• Score your answers –

➢Enter your answers, A,B,C,D in the first column

➢Enter the assigned point value in the second column and add 
them to get your grand total

10-25 = Traditionalist

25-30 = Baby Boomer

31-35 = Gen X

36-40 = Gen Y (Millennials)

https://workplacehiddenopportunities.com/2-10-ecosystem-participants/workplace-ecosystems/
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https://i.pinimg.com/originals/2b/6d/21/2b6d211d44b0c8109500f31749981d53.jpg

15 Events that Shaped Baby Boomers

• McCarthy hearings begin

• Rosa Parks refuses to move to 
the back of the bus

• First nuclear power plant

• Kennedy elected President

• 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis

• Martin Luther King Jr. leads 
march on Washington DC

• President John Kennedy 
assassinated

• Civil Rights Act of 1964 passed

• United States sends ground 
troops to Vietnam

• National Organization for 
Women founded

• American Indian Movement 
Founded

• Martin Luther King Jr. 
assassinated

• Robert Kennedy assassinated

• First moon landing

• Kent State University Shootings

https://managementisajourney.com/fascinating-numbers-15-influential-events-that-shaped-baby-boomers/
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15 Events that Shaped Generation X

• Fall of the Berlin Wall

• Challenger disaster

• Energy crisis

• Jonestown mass suicide

• Rise of the personal 
computer

• Watergate scandal

• Lockerbie flight bombing

• Three Mile Island meltdown

• Corporate layoffs

• Rodney King beating

• Iranian hostage crisis

• Stock market decline

• Exxon Valdez oil tanker spill

• Operation Desert Storm

• Terrorism at the Munich Olympics

• End of Cold War

15 Events that Shaped Generation Y

• Computers and technology

• Girl's movement

• TV talk shows

• Oklahoma City bombing

• Increased parental emphasis on 
child rearing

• School yard violence (Columbine, 
etc.)

• Diversity

• Busy planned lives

• Extended family relationships

• Early exposure to serious adult 
issues

• Environmental impact awareness

• Rise of social media (MySpace, 
Friendster, Facebook)

• Google founded as a search 
engine

• Video games

• Desert Storm
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Events Shaping Generation Z

• Have never experienced world 
free of global war or terror

• Experienced firsthand the Great 
Recession and its aftermath

• Online privacy issues

• Cyberbullying

• Are Technology reliant

• Globalization

• Diversity   

• Millennials on steroids!

• Me Too movement

• Russian interference in 
elections

• Mass shootings

• TBD……

https://managementisajourney.com/fascinating-numbers-
15-influential-events-that-shaped-baby-boomers/

‘Cuspers’ or

Micro Generations

Gen Y.1 and Gen Y.2
https://www.kasasa.com/articles/generations/gen-x-gen-y-gen-z

https://youtu.be/gsNaR6FRuO0
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Talkin’ ‘bout my Generation!

• 1965 Traditionalists/Boomers

• 1967 Boomers/Gen X

• 1970 Boomers/Gen X

• 1989 Gen X/Gen Y

• 2000 Gen Y/Gen Z

• 2015 (2013-2025 Gen Alpha)

• Who (premiered 10/6/2000) Gen Z

• Generations Overview

They do What?

Remain at your tables. 
You will be assigned a generation; answer the following:

1. What does the other generation bring to the workplace?

2. What characteristics do you like about that generation?

3. What drives you crazy about that generation?

•Traditionalists—born before 1946

•Baby Boomers—born between 1946 and 1964 (1954-65 Gen Jones)

•Generation X—born between 1965 and 1979 (1977-85 Xennial)

•Generation Y, or Millennials—born between 1980 and 1997

•Generation Z—born after 1997
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https://youtu.be/lJW_2wLt704
https://youtu.be/qjN5uHRIcjM
https://youtu.be/S6FbPhsh0ys
https://youtu.be/CdJmwV0YmXI
https://youtu.be/ZUXB8Damxww
https://youtu.be/n_4QrPPPcBw
https://youtu.be/v_3ks7-OjGc
https://youtu.be/TtIojDWOsgg
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As an Organization or Manager, Consider:
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Communicating with your Fellow Co-Workers & Staff

❖ Personalize your approach - Do NOT stereotype

❖ Understand and value differences

❖ Always ask if unsure, do not ASSUME

❖ Be patient, be willing to teach but be willing to be taught

❖ Understand that no one wants to hear “but this is how we have always 
done it.” There is more than one way to get to the same, successful 
outcome

❖ Follow up

❖ Offer to share information or explain processes

❖ Alter your communication style/s

• Develop strategies to promote cross-generational leadership

• Review and update your compensation and benefits based on 
the employee needs

• Increase your communication strategies

• Promote mentorships – vary the way you approach mentoring

• Remain open to new ideas, from ALL generations

• Create teams that represent everyone

• Provide opportunities to develop communication skills; take lead 
on phone calls or zoom, lead meetings, present at conference

• Foster and develop a positive workplace culture so all employees 
feel like a valued member of your team

Effectively Working with your Staff
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How to Become the
#BestBossEver

• Provide structure/clear expectations

• Ask questions, repeat – clarify - invite input 

• Learn to care for all employees – honest conversations about 
work and life, respect boundaries (i.e. FB friends, etc.)

• Individualize your approach with all employees

• Give employees feedback

• Challenge your employee to do more

• Provide leadership and guidance

• Allow employees' occasional reasonable requests for workplace 
flexibility 

• Food 

▪ Comparisons are not helpful

▪ Other generations are not wrong, just different, 
and we can all grow and learn from each other!

Workplace
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The greatest discovery of my generation is that a human being can 
alter his life by altering his attitudes. 

William James, American Philosopher, January 11, 1842 - August 26, 1910 

Do not treat each other as a generation but as an individual! When 
returning to your workplace, put together intergenerational teams to 
identify new learning opportunities. Remember, “this is how we have 
always done it” is not the way you should always do it!

Patty Bowen, sort of a Jonser and X

https://www.brainyquote.com/topics/generation
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

Patty Bowen – pab166@psu.edu or 717-771-4032

https://york.psu.edu/adult-learners
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